
September 7 997 Network Security 

What Exactly Is 
Information Warfare? - 
Part 1 
Winn Schwartau 

This series of articles, based on the author’s book lnlbmrdion 
Wudkwe, investigates the issues concerning businesses wishing to 
protect themselves from the very real possibility of info-on 
warfare. We consider what the probleny are and how they can 
be combatted over the course of the next few issues of the 
newsletter. This particular arttcle outlines the details of Ctass 1 
lnformatton Warfare. 

A definition encompassing the 
breadth of the information 
warfare environment, the 
elements of the three 
taxonomies, and the critical 
target sets that must be 
protected follows: 

Information warfare consists of 
those actions Intended to 
protect, exploit, corrupt, deny, 
or destroy information or 
information resources in order 
to achieve a significant 
advantage, objective, or 
victory over an adversary. 

Dr John Alger, National Defense 
Universitv, 1996 

Class 1: Personal 
Information Warfare 
There are three fundamental 
axioms that must be 
remembered to appreciate the 
potential effects of Class1 
Information Warfare. There is no 
such thing as electronic privacy. 
In cyberspace, you are guilty until 
proven innocent. Information is a 
weapon. Class 1 Information 
Warfare is an attack against an 

Individual’s electronic privacy: his. 
digital records, files, or other 
portions of a person’s electronic 
essence. The digital you is 
composed of far-strewn bits and 
bytes, each of which, when 
assembled, contributes to 
building an electronic picture of 
each of us. 

For example, the average 
American has absolutely no 
control over his electronic privacy 
and Congress has chosen to 
ignore that fact in favour of PAC 
monies and special interest 
lobbying groups that today seem 
to control our elected 
representatives more effectively 
than we do. It seems that 
Congress will not or cannot 
address an Issue that is 
snowballing, at breakneck 
speeds, towards a technological 
future so precarious that we as a 
society may lose control over our 
personal freedom. 

Most people believe that they 
have an inherent right to privacy; 
however, the nature and extent 
of that right is only today 
becoming a front-page debate. 
According to a USA Today poll, 

78%,of Americans are concerned 
or very concerned about the loss 
of privacy. That figure was only 
around 30% in 1970, but rose 
precipitous@ after the Introduction 
of personal computers in 1977. 

At the centre of our concern is 
not only me issue of electronic 
privacy and the protection of me 
vast repositories of information 
across the global network, but 
the accuracy of that information. 
Credlt records, for example, are 
notoriously inaccurate. I spent 
the better part of a year proving 
the electronic claims against me 
were false. 

The premise of assumed guilt in 
cyberspace causes many of us 
to shudder with anxiety. 
exacerbates Binary Schtzophrenia, 
and is in one 100% violation of me 
foundation <of the legal system. 
Yet Congress won’t touch it. 
Computers contain a seemingly 
infinite stream of data on us, yet 
we have no control over its 
content, lts accuracy, its 
dissemination, or its use. This is a 
sad, sad state of affairs and our 
nations’ lawmakers should be 
ashamed of themselves. 

Class 1 Information Warfare rains 
digital fallout upon the innocent 
electronic bystander whose only 

‘sin is to be a name stored in a 
computer database somewhere. 
This is the area of Information 
Warfare that most resembles 
terrorism. But the genesis of 
modern Information Warfare Is 
based on simple, time-proven 
techniques. When we think of 
electronic snooping, most people 
I speak with come up with a few 
of the classic methods. 

l Install a hidden microphone 

l Install a miniature camera 

l Tap phone lines 
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Not exactty a complete list, but 
enough to make the point. With 
technology’s great march 
forward, the means to bug 
adversaries is more widely 
available, less expensive, and 
more reliable than just a couple 
of years ago. Mlnlature cameras 
are so small that the lens Is the 
size of a head of a pin, and flbre 
optic wtre Is almost as thin as a 
human halr. All this makes 
detection dlftlcult, to say the 
least. 

Counter surveillance is based 
upon the recognition that 
the ‘bad guys’ know how to 
tap phones, place hidden 
transmitters, and take pictures 
discreetly. Counter surveillance 
teams perform sweeps of a 
client’s residence or office 
looklng for telltale signs that 
surveillance is underway Since 
today’s technology is available 
to both sides, a gamesmanship 
mentality prevails, wlth the 
surveillance and Counter 
surveillance teams jockeying for 
technlcal superior& over the 
target or suspect. Phone tapping 
Is at the polnt now where, if a 
professional Is behind It, there is 
little chance of ever discovering it. 

Invading our electronic privacy (if 
we ever had any) is as simple as 
reaching for the Yellow Pages to 
call a data banker, a private 
investigator, or a hacker, or 
reading relevant newsletters and 
magazines. Take a look at the 
kinds of information available 
from only one issue of Full 
Disclosure, a pro privacy tabloid. 
Their banner reads, ‘For Truth. 
Justice, and the American Way”, 
and their editorial slant is 
‘providing in-depth, inside 
information on electronic 
surveillance techndogy’. Material 
included covers: 

l How to get anything on 
anybody 
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How to lnvestlgate by 
computer 

How to find anyone anywhere 

Cellular Telephone Modltlcatton 
Handbook 

Eavesdrop on PCs 

How to determine undisclosed 
financial assets 

A Practical Guide to 
Photographic lntelllgence 

The latest In cellular 
monttorlng equlpment 

Business 
investlgations 

intelligence 

The latest hlgh-tech spy 
methods 

Fax interception 

The psychological subversion 
of Information systems 

Super picking (locks that is) 

Privacy poachers (what ‘they’ 
do with Information on you) 

Video surveillance recorders 

Finder’s fee: The Skip Tracer’s 
Text 

SpyCamuA miniature 1 /s” 
CCD camera 

And let’s not forget the half-page 
advertizement for Spy World, a 
surveillance and Counter 
surveillance retail and mail order 
operation, which bills itself as, 
‘New York’s leading supplier of 
professional spy equipment’. 

All the tools needed to wage 
Class 1 Information War on 
individuals are available from 
catalogues, magazines and 
books. Consumer electronics, a 

group in New Mexico, publishes 
techniques for ripping off csedtt 
card companies, cracking Into 
ATM machines, beatlng the 
phone company and just about 
any other scheme you could 
Imagine. For example, one of 
their publications details wlth 
how to cheat the electric 
companies by slowing down 
power metres. All of their 
publications are labelled, ‘For 
educational purposes only‘, 
because they don’t want to be 
accused of encouraging illegal 
behavlour. 

How many of us would honestly 
want all of that Information 
prlnted in the newspaper, open 
to Inspection by our family, 
friends, and business associates? 
But the worst part of this is not so 
much that the records are 
spread all across the Global 
Network, but that the information 
may be wrong, and no one takes 
responsibility for the accuracy or 
the integrity of it. You can spend 
a lifetime and a fortune 
attempting to repaint the correct 
digital picture with no assurance 
of success. 

Now, if we want to reach out to 
less scrupulous databankers, we 
can get an even more complete 
picture of our target. We can find, 
for a price, social security 
account balances, tax records, 
military records, video rentals, 
hotel stays, past and pending air 
and rail reservations, car rentals, 
passport number, immigration 
files, Medicare and Medicaid 
files. psychiatric records, 
prescription drug use, drug or 
alcohol rehabilitation, credit card 
balances, credit card 
statements, credit applications, 
education. grades, youthful 
offences, telephone bills, current 
police investigations, allegations, 
law enforcement surveillance, 
lnslnuating afftliatlons. NCIC 
records, Department of Justice 
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files, and just about any other bit 
of private information that you 
have generated during your life. 

Such a complete electronic 
picture of an individual 
gives the ‘information warrior’ 
unbelievable power over his 
victim, especially when the 
composite information is edited 
to paint an unflattering image. 
Desplte the frightening potential 
for abuse, Congress has thus far 
done little to promise personal 
electronic privacy But I would 
guess mat if an enterprising 
databank customer had the 
wherewithal to assemble a 
complete data record of every 
member of Congress, we might 
see some action. 

Once armed with a complete 
picture of the digital you, the 
Class 1 information warrior can 
do a lot. He can edit the 
information to paint the picture 
he wishes to paint. Selective truth 
Is as good as a lie, and trying to 
repair a damaged reputation is 
often futile. Suppose someone 
accused you of renting adult 
videos, but didn’t mention that of 
the 176 tapes you rented, only 
two were adult in nature. The 
picture is skewed in favour of 
accuser, (This intense, unfair 
investigation into one’s personal 
life is sometimes known as getting 
Borked, after Congress’s 
treatment of Supreme Court 
nominee Robert Bork.) 

The information warrior can find 
your Achilles’ Heel and exploit it 
to his advantage. Your position or 
access to further information 
might make you of value to him; 
in exchange for his silence, you 
might be persuaded to assist him 
in future endeavours rather than 
suffer embarrassment, family 
strife, financial loss, or criminal 
prosecution. 

The Class 1 information warrior 
can send your dossier to people 
whom you would rather not have 
it. For example, if you committed 
a minor legal transgression in me 
past and omitted lt from a job 
application, your job might be 
history. If your digital picture is 
different man the one you 
provided to get life insurance, 
Roof1 you could lose it all. If you 
lied on a credit application and 
the information warrior finds the 
discrepancies, you could lose 
your assets and face criminal 
fraud charges. 

Yes, me information warrior can 
do a lot when he has your 
picture. But I find another 
capability of the Class 1 
information warrior a lOC0fold 
more disturbing than the mere 
accumulation of a floppy disk full 
of data on an individual. What if 
the information warrior 
intentionally modifies or otters me 
digital picture of his victim? Let’s 
put the pieces together, 

Thousands of databases hold 
together me digital pieces of our 
lives. Computers constantly trade 
information about each of us. 
Low-paid data clerks enter that 
information into the computers. 

Getting erroneous information 
corrected is a painstakingly 
difficult challenge. 

As bad as Class 1 Information 
Warfare is, there are some 
goofballs out there In 
cyberspace who mink it’s a big 
giggle. The demon dialler that 
hackers use to identify 
computers sitting on phone lines 
can also be used as a weapon of 
harassment. A demon dialler can 
be set to call a phone number 
every minute on the minute, or 
every 10 minutes, ring once or 
twice, and then hang up. 

(Imagine being on the receiving 
end of that.) In one case, every 
time someone dialled a 
particular church, they were 
connected to a Dial-A-Porn 
number. In juvenile days past, I 
was guilty of calling me local 
meat market, asking if they had 
pig’s feet, and respondlng to an 
affirmative answer with -wear 
shoes and no one will notice’. I 
fear mat wim profoundly 
sophisticated technology in me 
hands of the disenfranchised, the 
bored, the latch-key kids, and me 
downright malicious, our younger 
generations will learn me tricks of 
the Information warriors without 
any help from us. 

Class 1 might appear to be the 
kindergarten of lnformatlon 
warfare, consisting only of 
isolated Incidents and causing 
comparattvely minor harm. 
Relatively speaking, that may in 
fact be true. But in more 
aggressive hands, Class 1 
Information Warfare is employed 
as a means to an end, a 
preliminary tool, a diversion from 
the real task at hand. Let’s not 
fool ourselves into thinking, ‘Ah, 
it’s just a bunch of kids letting off 
some steam; or maybe a few 
adutts who never grew up, or 
would break me law no matter 
what the technology. That’s 
nothing to worry about.’ 
Conventional wisdom forgets 
that me international cumulative 
effects of Class 1 Information 
Warfare, if properly organized, 
can lead to far more sinister acts, 
with far reaching consequences. 
Conventional tisdqCn has 
suggested that once the hackers 
are gone, all of our problems are 
over. Nothing could be farther 
from me truth. Because, sooner or 
later, we all. graduate from 
kindergarten, and move on to 
learn and apply our knowledge 
with greater and greater skill. 
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What Exactly Is 
Information Warfare? - 
Part 2 
Winn Schwartau 

This series of articles, based on the author’s book, investigates the 
issues concerning businesses wishing to protect themselves from 
the very rest possibility of information warfare. We consider what 
the problems are and how they can be combatted over the 
course of the next few issues of the newsletter. 

Class 2: Corporate 
Information Warfare 

WE ARE AT WAR. Michael Sekora 
of Technology Strategic Planning 
in Stewart, Florida, agrees with 
former President Richard Nixon 
that we are involved in World War 
III. Ex-master spy Count de 
Marenches calls it World War IV. 
Whatever conflict number we 
assign information warfare, the 
New World Order is filled with tens 
of thousands of ex-spies, well 
practised in the art of espionage, 
who are looking for work to feed 
their families. The world is filled 
with countries and economic 
interests that are no longer siding 
with either of the two erstwhile 
superpowers. The Haves want to 
keep their piece of the pie and 
expaid it; the Have Nots want a 
piece of the pie they never had. 
And everyone is fending for 
themselves and their future 
survival in the evolving global 
economy. 

The words industrial espionage 
are spoken every day from the 
halls of Washington to the 
boardrooms of corporate 
America, and global economic 
competitiveness is now 
becoming as potent .a national 
security buzz word as Reagan’s 

Evil Empire once was. The theory 
behind industrial espionage is 
simple to the point of absurdity. If 
you invest five years and $1 billion 
in a new invention, either a 
product or process, you hope to 
make a profit on that investment. 
If, however, I can steal the 
knowledge to make that 
product, say for $10 million, I can 
sell the same item for substantially 
less and bring it to market in 
months instead of years. You 
invest the time and money, I steal 
the results, then we compete. 
Who’s got the advantage? 

While the United States was busily 
preparing to survive 
Armageddon by out-spending 
the Soviets on military hardware, 
we ignored the fact that our 
entire industrial base was being 
raped and pillaged by economic 
competitors from around the 
world. We of course expected 
the Russians to do it; that was 
their job. Many of the 
educational attaches and trade 
delegations they sent to the 
United States were in reality KGB 
or intelligence operatives, with a 
mission to seek out our 
technology and our strategic 
plans for a possible military 
conflict. The FBI’s Cl-3 division on 
Half Street in Washington chased 

them hither and yon, trying to 
keep them honest, winning some 
and losing more. Today, the 
Russians still spy, but less for 
militaristic reasons. William 
Sessions, former director of the 
FBI, told a House subcommittee, 
‘Russians do not have the 
currency to pay for advanced 
systems and designs, so they will 
steal them or obtain them 
through other illegitimate 
means.” They of course want to 
keep up, and they use the best 
means they have available to do 
so. 

The Russian conundrum is simple: 
they have a minimal industrial 
base, a withering economy, no 
distribution system, a shaky 
political structure, and a couple 
of hundred thousand ex-spies. 
What is their best chance for 
moving into the world economy? 

As we chased the Soviets and the 
Poles and the Czechs and the 
Bulgarians, our ‘allies’ took us to 
the cleaners. In his 1993 book, 
Friendly Spies, Peter Schweitzer 
examines in detail how our global 
allies pinched cookies from the 
American cookie jar while we 
protected them from the big bad 
Red Bear. The French, the 
Germans, the Israelis, the 
Koreans, the Japanese, the British 
and the Canadians have all 
targeted the American industrial 
base and stolen as much as they 
could while our backs were 
turned. It just doesn’t seem fair, 
yet we have only ourselves to 
blame. Foreigners see stealing 
information as a short cut to 
making costly and time 
consuming investments. If 
caught, the penalties are so low 
that most companies consider it 
a cost of doing business. 

The US Department of State can 
be surprisingly honest at times, as 
they were in a recent publication: 
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Each day America becomes 
driven more and more by 
information. Proprietary 
information is our chief 
competitive asset, vital to 
both our industry and our 
society. Our livelihood and, 
indeed, our national strength 
depend on our ability to 
protect industrial and 
economic data. 

The struggle between 
capitalism and communism 
was decided essentially over 
two issues - the desire of 
humanity for freedom and 
the relative effectiveness of 
each system’s economic 
competitiveness. While of 
utmost importance during the 
period of the Cold War, the 
need to protect economic 
information looms even larger 
in the coming years. 

Recent revelations in the 
media indicate strenuous 
efforts on the part of some 
foreign Intelligence agencies 
to benefit their national 
Industries. These efforts have 
included eavesdropping. 
hotel room burglaries, and 
introduction of ‘moles’, as well 
as other sophisticated 
intelligence techniques. Our 
foreign competitor’s interest in 
our information has never 
been more intense. 

Foreign companies have always 
recognized that the majority of 
the world’s technology has come 
from the United States, and that 
since World War Ii we have been 
the technological king of the hill. 
So what were they to do? 
Thomas Hughes wrote in 
American Genesis, “Modern 
technology was made in 
America. Even the Germans who 
developed it so well 
acknowledged the United States 
as the prime source.” Not wanting 

to be overshadowed by 
America’s commercial and 
military superiority, many 
countries went to extraordinary 
effort to steal our technology. 
More often than not, these 
foreign corporations in search of 
American intelligence or 
technology have received 
assistance from their cooperative 
governments. Spying is just 
another way of doing business in 
most parts of the world and we 
haven’t been smart enough to 
realize that our secrets are worth 
protecting. 

There is little suggestion that a 
paradigm shift of any 
appreciable size is on the 
horizon, but fortunately, a few 
voices have spoken up about the 
problem. Senator David Boren 
said, “An increasing share of 
espionage directed against the 
United States comes from spying 
by foreign governments against 
private American companies 
aimed at stealing commercial 
secrets to gain a national 
competitive advantage.” He 
warns that as we enter the next 
century, “it’s going to really 
increase”. 

During Congressional testimony 
on 29 April 1992, CIA Director 
Robert Gates said that foreign 
espionage is “assuming even 
greater importance than 
previously”, and “is likely to 
assume . greater importance.. 
in the future.” Without giving 
away too many of the top spook 
shop’s secrets, he went on to 
discuss the extent of industrial 
espionage that the US is officially 
now acknowledging. As Gates 
points out, “There has been a 
proliferation of commercially 
available intelligence 
technology.... Some 50 Third 
World countries [are) now able to 
operate [espionage activities) 
and there are large numbers of 

unemployed intelligence 
operatives from former 
Communist countries.” So now 
not only do we have to worry 
about our allies, but the less 
highly developed nations who 
can also easily afford the 
technology and the staff to spy 
as well. 

In 1989, Wayne Madson of 
Information Security Engineering 
published a list, entitled 
“Computer Communication 
Espionage Activities”, that 
defined each of the world’s 
countries’ capabilities. He rated 
countries like Nepal and Yemen 
as “poor”. Those countries with an 
“excellent” computer espionage 
capability included the US, 
Switzerland, the UK, Taiwan, South 
Africa, Sweden, Norway, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Israel, 
Japan, Finland, France, Germany, 
Canada and Australia. As one 
peruses the list, with hundreds of 
security and intelligence 
agencies listed, the sheer number 
who are “above average” or 
“improving” should lend 
credence to the assumption that 
the battle for cyberspace is only 
now beginning. 

The stakes are huge in Class 2 
Information Warfare, as seen in 
the oil Industry’s immense global 
spy ring. In 1988, the University of 
Illinois published “A Study of Trade 
Secrets in High Technology 
Industries” and found that 48% of 
all companies surveyed 
admitted to being the victim of 
Industrial espionage. In a real 
global economy of $26 trillion, 
properly serving only 25% of the 
planet’s population, the 
motivation to open up new 
markets is too compelling to 
resist. Around the world, industrial 
spying is a national pastime. 

Japanese spying against the 
United States is supported and 
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coordinated by the national 
trade organization, MITI. MIT1 sets 
goals on behalf of hundreds of 
interlocking keiretsu, and 
determines which trade secrets 
to steal. The Japanese sponsor 
thousands upon thousands of 
students to come to the US to 
study in the universities, but a little 
moonlighting is requested. 
Students are told where to keep 
their ears and eyes open, and 
they report information back to 
MIT1 on a regular basis. Nothing 
unscrupulous, just taking a few 
photos of technical facilities and 
noting seemingly innocuous off- 
handed comments. With MIT1 
support, according to Herb 
Meyer, an intelligence expert, 
“The Mitsubishi intelligence staff 
takes up two entire floors of a 
Manhattan skyscraper.” I lay odds 
Americans don’t have an 
equivalent operation in Tokyo, 
Paris, London or Seoul. 

According to author Peter 
Schweitzer, ‘IBM alone, 
according to internal company 
documents, was targeted 25 
known times by foreign entities 
between. 1975 and 1984. 
Japanese espionage in Silicon 
Valley nearly devastated the US 
computer industry.” Hitachi, for 
instance, ponied up a reported 
$300 million in a settlement 
agreement after spying on a new 
generation of IBM computer 
equipment. The Hitachi plan was 
successful and the estimated 
losses to IBM could be in the 
billions, Not a bad investment on 
Hitachi’s part. 

Kodak lost a fortune when Fuji 
stole their top-secret plans to 
build disposable cameras. In 
response, Kodak hired their own 
information warriors, ex-CIA 
operatives, and beat Fuji to 
market with a new camera. 
Nippon Telephone regularly 
records calls made by Japan- 

based US companies and the 
Government requires that all 
encryption keys be given to them 
for safekeeping. 

But we cannot accuse the 
Japanese alone. The French 
have come out of the closet and 
made their position clear: 
“Militarily we’re allies, but 
economically, we’re 
competitors.” And they have 
proved that over the years. Count 
de Marenches, whose tenure as 
head of French Intelligence 
lasted over a decade, 
hobnobbed with international 
powerbrokers from Churchill to 
Gorbachev to Reagan. He had 
unlimited control over the French 
intelligence community, and 
ultimately went public with the 
details of his cadre of hundreds 
of professional agents’ 
espionage against the United 
States in the interest of French 
international competitiveness. 

The airline industry has been of 
keen interest to the French for 
decades. Since industry and 
government are almost 
synonymous in France, it should 
come as no surprise that their 
cooperation could spell 
problems for our airline industry. To 
help out Airbus in 1988, French 
intelligence targeted Boeing - 
specifically a new generation of 
plane, the 747-400. In order to 
learn what Boeing was doing, the 
intelligence folks used 
communications receivers 
designed to pick up test flight 
data beamed down from the 
planes to Boeing technicians. The 
data was simply transmitted over 
radio, and the signals were 
unencrypted. All that the French 
needed was a portable dish, a 
receiver and two computers. The 
very same information that 
Boeing would never voluntarily 
give to an American competitor 
was being broadcast right into 

French hands. One would hope 
that Boeing learned Its lesson, but 
apparently not. According to an 
offlclal who left the company in 
1993, Boeing Is practically giving 
Its new design secrets to the 
French on a sliver platter. 

One tried and true method for 
getting close to Industrial secrets 
is the use of company moles, who 
are actually loyal to or in the pay 
of another country. During his 
confirmation hearing in the fall of 
1991, Robert Gates said, “We 
know that foreign intelligence 
services plant moles in our high 
tech companies.” 

Technological information 
weapons w/II be used more and 
more when physical access to 
the targets of Class 2 Information 
Warfare becomes difficult, and as 
employers screen out potential 
moles and spies with greater 
efficiency. But again, we may 
have to look In the mirror for a 
scapegoat. “The intelligence 
agencies of Germany, Japan, 
South Korea and France, for 
example, were all developed 
with the assistance of the US 
intelligence community. Their 
methods, even their 
eavesdropping equipment, 
came from the United States. 
Many of these assets are now 
being used against the United 
States in the name of economic 
competitiveness.” 

While the US media and law 
enforcement decried the 
activities of our homegrown 
hackers, the Germans have been 
using theirs to spy on other 
countries. One of the goals 
of the German federal 
intelligence service, the 
Bundesnachrichtendlenst (BND), 
was the monitoring of foreign 
technological developments. In 
addition to performing “regular 
eavesdrops on transatlantic 
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business conversation with the full 
cooperation of the German 
national telephone company”, 
and conventional spying 
techniques, computer hacking 
was a full-time occupation. 

“On the outskirts of Frankfurt”, 
writes Schweizter, “approximately 
36 computer specialists and 
senior intelligence officials are 
working on p top secret project 
to bring computer hacking into 
the realm of spying and 
intelligence. They hope that 
through the use of sophisticated 
computers and specially trained 
personnel, German intelligence 
agents will be able to enter 
computer databases of 
corporations and foreign 
governments around the world, 
and the access could be 
achieved while agents remained 
thousands of miles away.” The 
idea, called Project Rahab, was 
conceived in 1985 and 
formalized in 1988. Since only the 
West had any appreciable 
number of computers - there 
were next to none in Russia - the 
targets were obvious. 

Success was theirs, according to 
CIA officials. In typically fastidious 
Germanic fashion, Rahab 
hackers plotted out the 
roadways and network 
connections across the Global 
Network to those computers and 
systems of interest. “In March 
1991, Rahab employees hacked 
their way into. SWIFT.. in order to 
establish a roadway to ensure 
easy access for when such 
access is deemed necessary.” 
BND will be able, at will, to 
monitor or interfere with global 
financial transactions. 

Class 2 Information Warfare is 
more than just industrial 
espionage. It can also involve 
economic espionage, the study 
and analysis of financial trends 

which are often available from 
non-classified, open sources such 
as newspapers and television. 
Count de Marenches maintains 
that the French knew for a fact 
America would devalue the 
dollar in 1971 - before it was 
announced. That move was of 
intense interest to American 
allies, and such knowledge can 
be turned into enormous profits if 
used correctly on the currency 
exchange markets. 

Economic espionage is typically 
focused on large economic 
spheres instead of on a single 
company or technology. 
Advance knowledge of a 
quarter- or half-point change on 
the part of the Federal Reserve 
System is worth a fortune. If a 
major currency trader is 
preparing to shift his holdings, 
there is immense value in that 
data. 

But the information warrior, with 
the right tools and weapons at his 
disposal, will always be able to 
know which way the market is 
going. If he is clever, he can 
regularly make impressive profits 
without alerting the official 
overseers of the markets that he 
is trading with illegally acquired 
insider information. 

Class 2 Information Warfare, 
however, is about more than the 
acquisition of information; it’s also 
about the use of information - 
real or ersatz. Imagine the fallout 
if the following article appeared 
in the Paris dailies. “According to 
well placed officials, the French 
Government has launched a 
secret study that will definitively 
prove that the American drug Fix- 
It-All, manufactured by Drugco 
Inc., causes severe liver damage. 
Sources say that the results of the 
study will be published in the next 
few months, but in the meantime, 
doctors are advised not to 

prescribe Fix-It-All to any of their 
patients.” The study could be a 
fake, the findings totally 
manufactured as part of a well- 
constructed campaign of 
disinformatlon, but the results wifl 
be just the same. Drugco Inc., 
won’t sell much Fix-It-All and the 
company’s image will suffer. 
Drugco Inc. will have to go into 
defensive mode and expend 
considerable time and resources 
in damage control. 
Disinformation is as dangerous a 
weapon in the hands of an 
information warrior as it was in the 
hands of the Soviets. 

The uncontrolled release of even 
legitimate information from a 
company can be just as 
devastating. Perhaps an 
information warrior is not profit 
orientated; he just wants to 
damage the reputation of the 
company in question. He could, 
for example, intercept the 
company’s E-mail and identify 
any incriminating documents - 
or, if need be, create and 
disseminate them to the media, 
competitors and the public. 

Sowing distrust electronically has 
the appearance of authority and 
integrity A bank could be hurt by 
having its customers‘ records 
suddenly distributed on street 
corners or plastered up as posters 
on construction sites. The mere 
appearance of impropriety 
could easily devastate a 
financial institution, despite their 
claims of being victimized 
themselves by the activities of an 
information warrior, 

An investment house’s strategies 
and formulas are among their 
most valued assets. Their open 
publication on Wall Street would 
not only be an embarrassment 
and a PR disaster, but a sure way 
to empty the company of 
customers Knowing a 
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competitor’s exact investment 
methods would cause the most 
staid investment banker to shout 
in glee. 

Information weapons will be 
chosen based upon the desired 
aim, but first things first: we must 
scout out and learn about our 
target. From publicly available 
sources we can learn about its 
finances, its products and its 
market position. Find out its 
strengths and its weaknesses. 
Competitors will emphasize the 
weaknesses of our target from 
their perspective; for a few 
hundred dollars we can begin to 
construct a mosaic of the 
company’s alliances, business 
relationships, its history, failures 
and successes. In a large 
conglomerate, it might be 
necessary to first identify each of 
the smaller operating divisions to 
weigh the various importance of 
each to the whole before picking 
a specific target. Which division is 
the most profitable? Where can 
the most damage be done? It 
will not take long to draw a 
complete picture of our target 
and figure out where he is most 
vulnerable. 

Poking through internal computer 
systems is one method 
of identifying potential 
accomplices, as is dumpster 
diving for lists of employees and 
their phone extensions. Finding a 
likely candidate for compromise, 
bribery, or blackmail is no more 
difficult than running names 
through the same databankers 
who profiled the company in the 
first place. Does a certain 

employee owe too much 
money? Have an extra 
apartment on the side? Is there 
an incriminating file in their 
college records? What skeletons 
do they have that may prove 
embarrassing to the target 
and therefore valuable to 
the information warrior? Getting 
the cooperation of unwilling 
participants is not all that 
difficult, as recent history has 
shown, 

So how will the information 
warrior achieve his aims? The 
most efficient way is through 
what might be called the double 
whammy. Companies prepare for 
‘single-event’ disasters if they 
prepare for them at all. The flood, 
the power outage, even the 
hacker. But what about if more 
than one disaster strikes at once? 
Early 1993 showed us what 
happens. The World Trade Center 
bombing forced computer- 
reliant companies into 
emergency action, and for those 
firms with foresightedness, into 
their hot sites, Many firms though 
handicapped, were able to 
continue functioning by moving 
the critical portions of their 
operations into these bunker-like 
facilities across the Hudson 
River in New Jersey. Hot 
sites are operated as a business 
by companies who offer 
an effective insurance policy to 
keep backup telecommunications 
linesand computer facilities 
runningin the event of disaster. 

But right after the bombing, the 
Great No-Name Storm of 1993 
knocked out banking and ATM 

networks throughout the 
Northeast. Hot sites, already 
overburdened by Trade Center 
customers, had no more room; 
some companies found they had 
to relocate essential services 
anywhere in the country they 
could. As a result, millions of 
banking customers were without 
ATM service for as long as a 
month. The information warrior is 
probably going to use the 
double whammy as a tactic 
against a major target just 
because it is so effective. The 
double whammy could actually 
be three or more congruent 
attacks, all centrally coordinated 
for maximum effect. 

Class 2 Information Warfare is 
creative, relatively inexpensive 
and, if well-planned, terribly 
effective. The myriad of double 
whammy scenarios is endless, yet 
most companies don’t plan for 
one, much less two, disasters at a 
time. And that is a mistake. 

The information warrior is not as 
rare as a flood, or as benign as an 
ice storm. The information warrior 
is not a natural catastrophe, an 
act of God, or Mother Nature 
getting even with man. The 
information warrior creates well- 
planned man-made disasters 
with all contingencies 
considered, all alternatives 
explored and all escape plans 
evaluated. 

And with all that knowledge, 
power and capability, a few 
information warriors will develop 
the means to wage Class 3 
Information Warfare. 
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What Exactly Is 
Information Warfare? - 
Part 3 
Winn Schwartau 

This series of articles, based on the author’s book, investigates the 
issues concerning businesses wishing to protect themselves from 
the very real possibility of information warfare. We consider what 
the problems are and how they can be combatted over the 
course of the next few issues of the newsletter. In this final part, we 
consider the risks of Class 3: Global Information Warfare. 

Class 3: Global 
Information Warfare 

Class 3 Information Warfare Is 
Waged Against Industries, 
political spheres of influence, 
global economic forces, or even 
against entire countries, It is the 
use of technology against 
technology; it is about secrets 
and the theft of secrets; it is 
about turning Information against 
Its owners; it is about denying an 
enemy the ability to use both his 
technology and his information. 
Class 3 Information Warfare is the 
ultimate form of conflict In 
cyberspace, waged across the 
global network by computers 
everywhere against computers 
everywhere. Class 3 Information 
Warfare is very bad news. 

It is an invisible but very real war, 
where information weapons of 
mass destruction are let loose, 
either in a focused way, to 
achieve specific results, or 
indiscrimlnately, to have the 
widest possible impact. The 
victims are not only the targeted 
computers, companies, or 
economies, but the tens of 
millions of people who depend 
upon those information systems 

for their very survival. Take the 
power of Class 1 and Class 2 
Information Warfare, multiply it 
ten-fold, and you will begin to get 
a sense of the kind of damage 
that can be done. Class 3 
Information Warfare creates 
chaos. 

By now the reader should have a 
clear idea of the havoc that can 
be raised in cyberspace by 
anyone - a pre-teen, a vengeful 
mother-in-law, a military man, a 
madman, or a terrorist. We know 
that anyone with the desire can 
acquire the same power that a 
mere two decades ago was only 
in the hands of the information 
elite. We also understand what 
sort of motivations might drive a 
person or group to take 
advantage of those capabilities. 

Class 3 Information Warfare is 
bigger, and more widespread 
than the capability of even a 100 
hackers. It is bigger than the FBI or 
the LAPD. it Is bigger than the 
biggest company willing to 
spend a few million dollars for 
their competitor’s secrets. Not 
everyone has the wherewithal to 
wage Information Warfare at this 
Intensity, but there are powerful 

and rich Individuals and 
institutions in the world who have, 
or will soon have, the capability 
and the motivation. 

When teaching about Class 3 
Information Warfare, I have found 
it useful to reinforce one thought: 
from both a competitive and 
combative perspective, it would 
be stupid for a well-financed and 
motivated group not to attack 
the technical infrastructure of an 
adversary. The vulnerabilities are 
clear, the risk so low, and the 
rewards so great. In fact, if 
someone wants to take on a 
technologically sophisticated 
society, the real question we 
should ask is not ‘Why would they 
attack the computers?” but “Why 
wouldn’t they?” 

Along this line of reasoning, it is 
evident that portions of the US 
econotechnical infrastructure 
would be inviting objectives. In 
fact, we are already being 
targeted, but thus far, thankfully, in 
limited doses. We have not yet 
had to face the all-out 
devastation that Class 3 intensity 
brings with it. But that means we 
haven’t had the opportunity to 
prepare for an inevitable assault 
In cyberspace. We can, and 
must, begin to heed the 
warnings. The military 
understands their enemies; they 
plan for all eventualities in 
conflict. So we should understand 
what a Class 3 conflict mlght 
entaii, and how we will react. 

All of the stops are pulled out 
when one wages Information 
Warfare at the Class 3 level. This 
level is waged by only the most 
elite of the Information warrlors. 
those very few individuals or 
groups who meet a number of 
select criteria. 

Class 3 information warrlors must 
have extensive financial 
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resources, sufficient motivation, 
the ability to organize and 
control a large number of 
people, a target with substantial 
reliance upon information 
processing capability, a 
technical target, patience. The 
information warriors must be well 
funded to be effective on the 
scale envisioned. The United 
States spends about $250 billion 
per year for bombs, bullets and 
invisible airplanes. About $30 
billion of that is spent on 
intelligence organizations (such 
as the NSA) for the country’s own 
militarily focused Information 
Warfare. That annual investment 
makes America militarily 
impervious to attack, localized 
terrorist attacks notwithstanding. 
But our computers are another 
story, as we have learned. Even if 
the information warrior only 
spends millions of dollars (as 
opposed to billions) to launch an 
attack, say $100 million or so over 
two to three years, the results 
would be unimaginable. When 
compared with the cost and 
effectiveness of a well-armed 
militia, that means that almost 
anyone can play. When we think 
that drug cartels spend billions of 
dollars annually to protect 
themselves, an additional 
investment in an offensive 
information strategy would be a 
relatively minor expense. And 
that’s scary. 

The motivation of the information 
warriors must be strong. On a 
Class 3 level, the hope of 
becoming wealthy beyond 
imagination, richer even than 
Microsoft founder Bill Gates, 
might be enough. With money 
comes power, and megalomania 
is a millennia-old motivation. 
Revenge for real or imagined 
wrongs is also a pretty good 
motivator, too, and Information 
Warfare offers a fine way to 
extract retribution. Class 3 

Information Warfare offers those 
nation-states unfriendly to the US 
an alternative to conventional 
warfare. Iran, Iraq, Libya, Islamic 
fanatics, drug cartels, old-regime 
Stalinists, and Red Brigade-style 
terrorists head the long list of 
those antagonistic towards the 
US. It also offers the Have Not 
nation-states a means of 
becoming competitive quickly at 
our expense. Any list of 
candidates would be 
incomplete without mentioning 
the isolated fanatic or lunatic 
whose motivations are well 
beyond sound rationale. It is not 
inconceivable for small groups of 
Individuals in positions of power, 
as suggested by Oliver Stone in 
his film JFK to have the ability and 
motivation to finance such an 
invasion. 

Manpower must be available. 
Waging Class 3 Information 
Warfare is not a one-man show. It 
will necessarily involve hundreds 
of people, probably located all 
over the globe, each with little 
knowledge of the ultimate 
purpose of their task, and with 
even less knowledge of their 
fellow warriors. These rank-and- 
file information warriors must be 
willing to work without 
questioning superiors. There are 
copious and willing populations 
worldwide from which to recruit 
assistance. In 1992 when 
presidential also-ran Pat 
Buchanan spoke critically about 
American immigration policies. 
he emphasized that with millions 
of foreigners in the United States, 
not all of them will have the best 
interests of this country at heart. 
As Count de Marenches points 
out, taxi drivers would make ideal 
operatives in an information war. 
The majority of Washington, DC, 
taxi drivers are immigrants who, 
de Marenches claims, could 
represent a security threat. The 
Count told ex-FBI director William 

Webster in March 1987, “A cab is 
quite simply an automobile with 
a big trunk that can transport 
people, papers, ideas, explosives, 
weapons - plus it has a radio. It’s 
perfect. If I had to organize 
terrorists in Washington, I’d recruit 
a couple of cabbies. They’re 
terrific. They‘re everywhere. And 
totally invisible.” 

The Information Army must be 
disciplined. In a conventional 
military conflict, generals expect 
100% compliance with orders, but 
a nation’s military has certain 
powers that a private army 
doesn’t have. Fear of the brlg, 
treason charges, and court 
martial keep most soldiers in line. 
Likewise, in an Information Army, 
discipline must be maintained, 
even though the Warriors 
function in cyberspace. Fear of 
death by murder is a pretty good 
start. The Mafia has historically 
maintained excellent discipline 
employing just such methods. 
Drug barons have little fear of 
reprisal for torturing and killing 
their own who are, or appear to 
be, disloyal. Radical political and 
religious factlons use didactics or 
spiritual teaching to rationalize 
such extreme measures. 

Information warriors occasionally 
have to act ruthlessly. They should 
be willing and able to quickly 
and quietly eliminate those 
individuals within their own 
organization who may jeopardize 
their overall plans. Similarly, it may 
be necessary to eliminate 
innocent civilians who 
accidentally occasion upon illicit 
activities. On the other hand, the 
leaders might choose to sacrifice 
members of their Information 
Army as pawns in order to create 
a sense of discipline or push their 
plans forward. 

The target must be an advanced 
post-industrial technical society, 
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Shooting HERF Guns at sub- 
Saharan fruit vendors Is not the 
way to disrupt a barter-based 
economy. If communications are 
accomplished with smoke 
signals, drums, or tin cans 
connected by strings, you can 
forget about malicious software 
as a viable weapon. Attacking a 
neolithic community with 21 st 
century weapons is beyond 
useless; it’s downright crazy. But 
the information warrior who is 
planning to wage a Class 3 
conflict in cyberspace already 
knows that. 

The target must heavily rely upon 
his technical infrastructure for its 
continued good health. Even a 
primarily industrial society such as 
Eastern Europe is not an ideal 
target. If the information warrior’s 
target can continue to thrive 
without its information 
infrastructure intact, It does not 
become an attractive prey. 

Patience is absolutely necessary 
to wage effective Information 
Warfare. Sure, we’ll see the 
occasional goofball who attacks 
cyberspace with an impulsive 
vengeance, only to effect limited 
and isolated damage. Like the 
Hinkleys of the world, he’s just an 
amateur. The professignal 
information warrior is willing to 
commit the funds, the personnel, 
and the energy to a Class 3 
assault; he will bide his time, plan 
out every detail, develop 
contingencies, design 
redundancies, have backsups 
and backups of backups, spy on 
his own troops, and rehearse as 
many of the field operations as 
possible before the actual attack 
commences. He w/II make sure 
that only a small handful of his 
Army knows the big picture, with 
everyone else working on a 
need-to-know basis. With the 
right warriors at the head of the 
Information Army, patience 
becomes another effective 

weaponTiming and patience go 
hand in hand. Strike too soon or 
too late, and all is lost. 

The Information Army 
For a Class 3 operation to work, 
an organization must be 
developed and in place prior to 
an effective assault. Everyone 
should know his or her job, where 
to be, and how to communicate. 
There are countless small 
operations to carry out 
beforehand, and they must be 
done efficiently and professionally. 

For a cyberconflict of this 
magnitude, the money must be In 
place, free to be drawn upon 
without first having to wade 
through a cumbersome vertical 
bureaucracy. For purposes of this 
discussion, we are assuming that 
the financial resources behind 
our imaginary Information Army 
are substantial, and that it has the 
means to distribute the monies 
and the influence to keep a large 
group happy and loyal for the 
duration. Financial experts who 
know how to manipulate large 
amounts of money undetected 
are available around the world. 
(The amount of cash that is 
laundered within the US every 
year, $100 billion or more, is a 1000 
times more than the monies to be 
spent by our hypothetical 
information warriors) 

For the sake of secrecy, our 
Information Army will be a 
horizontal organization; unlike in 
most big companies or In the 
military, most of the divisions or 
groups will report to the top. 
Middle management won’t cut 
it in the Information Army since 
the extra layers cut down 
on effective and timely 
communications, allow for power 
bases independent of the leader, 
and create opportunities for 
security leaksThe organization of 
the Information Army w/II be 

simple. Think of It as having one 
president, about a dozen vice 
presldents, each with his own 
specialty, and then several dozen 
terrorist-llke cells reporting 
directly to each vice president. 
Our Information Army will not be 
so unlike a large multinational 
conglomerate, except that it will 
be run more militaristically. 

c31 
At the pinnacle of the 
Information Army is what the 
military calls C31 - Command, 
Control, Communications and 
Intelligence (some military 
planners now call It C41, adding 
computers into the equation) - 
and what business calls the 
board of directors. This is where 
strategic plans are made and 
directives for tactical support are 
calculated. C3l motivates and 
finances the Information Army; it 
is its ralson d’etre. Decisions are 
made here. All monies come 
through C3l. The power over life 
and death sits with these very 
few Individuals who will ultimately 
exert extraordinary influence 
over the lives of millions. 

There may only be a couple of 
generals in the Information Army 
who can see the whole picture. 
Terrorist groups are often 
organized in this way. Thus, if one 
member is captured, he can’t tell 
what he doesn’t know, regardless 
of the interrogation methods 
used. A leader, very possibly the 
financial sponsor, will be the 
single voice guiding the entire 
effort. A trustworthy technical 
general will sit at his side, to 
design and oversee the 
technical operations. He will 
need to know the big picture, 
and will actively contribute to the 
planning. An internal security 
chief will set the policies and 
guidelines for loyalty. Financial 
management will have to know 
almost everything, and internal 
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legal counsel will have to know 
as little as possible, yet still be 
able to serve the client. The more 
ruthless the leadership, the 
greater the allegiance. 

C31 will be as small as possible 
since publicity and fame are the 
last things the Information Army 
wants, at least at this point. The 
smaller the core group, the better 
the secret. It would also make 
sense for the leaders of the 
Information Army to headquarter 
themselves somewhere other 
than in the United States. There is 
no compelling need to be here 
physically and if they are 
positioned on our shores, the 
potential legal problems are vast. 
The Information Army reporting to 
C31 will consist of divisions, each 
of which has a specialty 
necessary to the overall goal. 

Communications Group 
One of the most critical tasks is 
the creation of a system to fill the 
many communications needs of 
the Information Army. While 
planning will be required, there is 
nothing new to invent here. Run 
by the Communications Group, 
or ‘C Group’, most communications 
can be done over the global 
network itself. Using the public 
phone networks for voice, fax, 
and data communications is 
inexpensive, reliable and 
portable. The information warriors 
will supply the security and 
privacy with strong encryption 
and key management schemes 
available from tens of security 
products manufacturers. They 
may even build some of their 
own products to maintain as low 
a profile as possible. 

The information warriors can 
even use the global network to 
achieve anonymity and privacy. 
They will be able to 
communicate just as tens of 
millions do every day, but with 
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encrypted messages. Unless 
encryption is made illegal, such 
messaging techniques will be 
invisible. The use of secure private 
bulletin boards scattered among 
different locations will provide 
yet another method for 
communications, and will not 
raise anyone’s suspicions. 

Redundancy will be necessary; 
multiple communications routes 
will be made available in the 
event one is compromised or lost 
due to systems failures. Ham radio 
offers a portable means of backup 
communications in the event that 
the phones or the global network 
itself are the ultimate targets or if 
there is reason to suspect a security 
compromise. Headquarters wilt 
always need to be able to 
communicate with its troops. By 
the time the operation 
commences, the Information 
Army will have built its own virtual 
network, perhaps even using its 
target’s communication systems 
as the initial underpinnings. 
C-Group will take advantage of 
Global Positioning Satellites (GPS) 
to track the locations and 
activities of the information warriors 
as a means of further control. 

C-Group is intrinsically involved 
with the strategic planning that 
occurs within C3l Headquarters. 
Almost all members of C-Group 
must be trusted beyond reproach, 
as they must have a degree of 
understanding of the scope of 
their activities. To make interception 
and traffic analysis of their activities 
much more difficult, convoluted 
routing of communications paths 
all over the country and the world 
will require C-Group to be multi- 
national. From the information 
warrior’s standpoint, it’s worth the 
extra effort: better safe than sorry. 

Mappers 
I call the mappers the navigators 
of cyberspace. They will 

calculate and draw pictures of 
the global network to show how 
things are connected, 
graphically depicting how the 
telephone systems connect to 
each other and to the cellular 
networks and the satellite links. 
Some members will concentrate 
on how banks move money - 
the Federal Reserve System, the 
SWIFT network, the ATM networks. 
Other mappers will concentrate 
on the hundreds and hundreds of 
civilian and military networks that 
permit government to function. 
The mappers will organize a Rand 
McNally of cyberspace, including 
insets and details, with the 
capability for zooming into areas 
of particular interest. They will 
map out how the global network 
connects to hospitals, doctors, 
insurance companies, and 
pharmacies through the medical 
databases. They will map out 
how corporate America 
communicates with itself and 
with the rest of the world by 
navigating through the internal 
private networks of the country’s 
biggest companies. 

One of the mappers’ most 
important functions is to 
designate, by location and type, 
the entrances and exits of each 
digital highway system. Not only 
will the mappers need to provide 
directions to a particular 
electronic neighbourhood for 
other information warriors, but 
they will point out exactly where 
the doors are and where the 
escape routes lie. It’s like having 
a street map with the addresses 
of each house, the names of 
each resident, and the kind of 
lock that each house uses to 
protect its assets. 

Much of the information needed 
to build these maps will come 
from open source materials 
available to anyone for the 
asking.The telephone companies 
publish entirely too much private 
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information for anyone’s own 
good. The government, to 
support competition, openly 
publishes the designs for future 
networks. A mapper’s job is never 
done. 

Crackers 

Once the mappers provide the 
addresses of the target, these 
guys will be responsible for 
breaking the locks on the 
electronic doors. The crackers will 
use a set of software tools 
for deciphering passwords, 
breaching operating system 
security, and building trap doors 
for future use. This group will not 
officially know that the mappers 
exist, but will rely upon their 
directions for global network 
navigation. They are to be as 
quiet and invisible as possible. 

Once they gain entry into a 
system, they will want to install a 
door via a Trojan horse program 
so that they can have access in 
the future, as occurred in the 
1994 Internet security breaches. 
This Is to be done as quickly as 
possible as the crackers want to 
raise no suspicion at all - if they 
do, the doors will be closed. In 
some cases, they may be given 
passwords or access codes to 
certain addresses, but they will 
not know that they came from 
their highly organized brethren, 
the sniffers. 

Sniffers 

Sniffers working in the Information 
Army will be broken into three 
groups. One group will 
concentrate on ‘sniffing the 
switch’, looking for passwords. 
access methods, and security- 
related information that can then 
be provided to the crackers. They 
will galn access Into the phone 
systems using information 
provided by the mappers and 
the crackers, then eavesdrop 

upon data traffic in search of 
even more access Information. 

The second group of sniffers will, 
from their terminals located 
anywhere in the world, travel the 
global network and capture as 
much sensitive and proprietary 
information as they can. 
Following the directions of the 
mappers and using the tools the 
cracker left behind, the sniffers 
will search for any information of 
value. They will sniff away on the 
LAN% WANs. MANS and every 
other network they can 
penetrate. They will capture and 
store satellite or microwave 
communications containing 
hundreds of conversations. They 
will accumulate, categorize, and 
store vast amounts of information 
that they themselves will 
probably never look at, much less 
analyze. That is left to another 
group altogether. 

The third set of sniffers will function 
more like a military or paramilitary 
unit. They may need to Install 
physical taps or eavesdropping 
equipment on selected targets 
where electronic access is 
insufttcient.They may need to tap 
a phone or a fax, or use laser 
beams to read the vibrations on 
a window pane from a mile 
away. In conventional parlance, 
these guys would be regarded as 
the ‘black bag’ snlffers, used 
where physical access to the 
targets is required. 

Readers 

The readers have a most 
interesting task. Their job is to 
listen to the emanations coming 
from computers and computer 
screens. Using the best van Eck 
detection equipment available, 
including real-time fast Fourier 
transform hardware chips, they 
will target businesses and 
industries in search of secrets. 
Since most people don’t know 

their computers are transmitting 
information through the air, they 
are ripe to be plucked by the 
readers. Readers will also search 
powerlines and water lines for 
information that is proprietary, 
sensitlve, and valuable. 

Software development 
group 
This team of engineers could 
come from former Iron Curtain 
countries, since there are plenty 
from whom to choose, and they 
could telecommute from home. 
Wherever they are based in the 
world, their task is to develop the 
software tools that the mappers 
and crackers use and that make 
the lives of the readers and the 
sniffers easier. 

Some engineers will be experts in 
mainframes, some in minis, some 
in PCS, and others in 
communications. Their labs will 
be equlpped with everything 
they need to get the job done. 
They will be able to duplicate a 
field condition as reported by the 
mapper or cracker, develop a 
reliable- means to compromise It, 
and then deploy that software to 
their comrades. 

One group of engineers will 
develop malicious software - 
the Trojan horses and worms and 
spoofing software that will be 
used by other divisions of the 
Information Army. A ‘virus factory’ 
will develop self-replicating viral 
software. Others will develop 
software that can crash systems 
almost undetectably. This group’s 
only goal will be to efficiently turn 
software-based technology 
against its owners. 

Moles 

During the Cold War, the Russians 
placed their moles in England 
and the US, while we had our 
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moles inside of Russian 
organizations. Industrial spies 
place moles within target 
companies. And so the 
informatton warrior will use moles 
as key agents In his master plan. 
Moles are the inside agents of the 
information warrior. As Insiders, 
they can deploy malicious 
software, garner confidential 
information from the target, or 
provide invaluable inside 
information in time of conflict to 
C31. Some moles may only be 
security guards or delivery men 
who are given physical access to 
their bosses’ confidential 
information. Moles are 
occasionally expandable, but in 
a well-run operation, they 
disappear at the right moment. 

Analysts 

With endless streams of 
information pouring into head 
quarters, the top information 
warriors are going to need to 
have a method of organizing it 
into a useful form. As in any 
intelligence operation, the 
collected data is essentially 
useless until it is cataloged and 
cross-referenced. This is the 
analyst’s job. Information of 
immediate value - security 
information of worth to the 
crackers or the sniffers - will 
need to be quickly processed 
and distributed. Information to be 
used later, as a weapon, will need 
to be easily located and 
retrieved. The information warriors 
will want to have all this data at 
their fingertips. 

The analysts will constantly 
massage the databases they 
create, probably using heuristic 
artificial intelligence techniques, 
and allow their team and C3l 
to examine it from different 
perspectives. They may identify 
the data by location, industry, or 
financial benefit. The information 
they analyze may force changes 

in the overall plans of the assault, 
but that is to be expected. None 
of the information warrior’s plans 
are in concrete for cyberspace is 
a breathing, dynamic place. 
Thus, they will make constant 
adjustments to meet their overall 
goals. 

Manufacturing group 

The information warriors will need 
to build some of their own 
equipment in addition to buying 
what is available from retail 
sources. Quality van Eck radiation 
detectors will be manufactured 
in-house, to avoid raising 
suspicion by purchasing too 
many on me open market. Illegal 
cracker tools, if unattainable by 
scrounging through hacker 
bulletin boards, will also be built 
from scratch. If the plan calls for 
custom integrated chips built, 
they will be designed by 
chippers, in cooperation with the 
software development group. 
Chip manufacturing can be 
done by a silicon foundry in the 
Far East, where few questions are 
asked when cash is on the table. 

Software distribution 
group 
If C3l decides that massive PC 
and LAN failures are required, this 
can be accomplished by wide- 
spread distribution of malicious 
software. The Information Army 
will have sufficient resources to 
buy a legitimate software 
company with a reasonable 
market penetration for its 
products. Given the patience of 
the information warrior, he could 
take the time to build up the 
company by offering quality 
products at a low price and 
selling as many copies of the 
software as possible. Alternatively 
or in combination, a shareware 
company might be organized or 
purchased that would 
extensively distribute software 
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through an apparently legitimate 
operation. What customers will 
not know, however, is that the 
software upon which they have 
come to rely has a ticking time 
bomb inside. 

Shooters 

Shooters are the infantrymen of 
the Information Army. They are 
the ones who will use the HERF 
Guns to disable their adversary’s 
systems. (Or, if the technology 
becomes more widely available, 
they may strategically place 
EMP/T Bombs for even greater 
damage.) Vans carrying HERF 
Guns can be rendered invisible 
with proper urban and suburban 
camouflage: people will not 
notice a repair truck that happens 
to have an antenna on Its roof. 
The shooters will also have 
additional gear in their vehicle, 
perhaps legitimate broadcast or 
repair equipment in case of a 
casual look-see by law 
enforcement if stopped for a 
traffic violation. Since HERF Guns 
often look like a normal 
transmission setup, identification 
of their purpose would be most 
difficult. EMP/T bombs will be a bit 
more difficult to position but as 
the technology improves In 
quality and shrinks in size, a good 
sized canister of electronic 
equipment is pretty innocuous in 
appearance. 

The shooters might use me same 
electromagnetic weapons 
against satellite communications 
systems, which would require 
more power and larger facilltles, 
but the transmitting equipment 
could be located anywhere from 
the desert of the American West 
to the jungles of South America 
to tiny islands in the Caribbean, 

Depending upon the ruthlessness 
of those at C31, the shooters may 
or may not be told of the 
potential for collateral biological 
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damage; a dose of 
electromagnetic energy might 
take out the shooter as well as his 
victim’s information processing 
systems, The EMP/T bomb might 
be built to physically destroy itself 
with a conventional explosive 
after Its initial detonation. The 
explosive is assumed to be the 
sole source of damage until the 
real effects are discovered. 
Forensics is a well-developed 
science and sooner or later the 
FBI w/II find out the bomb’s real 
function, but the shooters will be 
long gone by then, 

Public relations group 

I use this term loosely, for the 
informatlon warriors do not have 
the best interests of the public at 
heart. For example, one PR effort 
might be to ‘turn’ key employees 
at selected companies or 
agencies, If they need a mole or 
an insider, they may use 
embarrassing information as a 
weapon to accomplish that task. 
The fear of disclosure to one’s 
company or family, to law 
enforcement, or even to the 
general public is plenty of 
motivation for an otherwise 
innocent individual to assist the 
information warriors. A cash 
incentive can be used if 
blackmail falls. 

The disclosure of supposedly 
confidential Information to the 
public Is a very effective weapon 
for the Class 3 information warrior. 
If the private financial records of 
a high roller at an investment firm 
or bank is given to the Nationa/ 
Enquirer or the Wall Street 
Journal, his entire company will 
certainly suffer. Imagine the 
effects of such a leak if used as a 
component of Class 3 

Information Warfare. Alan 
Greenspan has stated that the 
private meetings of the Federal 
Reserve Board should not be 
made public; such disclosure 
could severely hurt the economy. 
That is just the sort of information 
that the Class 3 information 
warrior would like to use. 

The PR crew will feed Information 
to the press on a selective basis, 
After a few serious cyberevents, 
our experts might decide they 
should make an announcement 
to the media that our computers 
are being targeted and there’s 
nothing we can do in defence. 
The widespread dissemination of 
such threats is a useful tool for the 
informatlon warrior, especially if 
he can back up his claims with 
solid evidence or predictions of 
future events. 

Public pronouncements will be 
tightly controlled by the 
Information warriors. Perhaps they 
want to sway opinion against the 
banks, the government, or an 
entire Industry. They will 
disseminate half-truths and 
distortions throughout the 
business world to further their 
goalsThe information warriors will 
have collected substantial 
information, some of it very 
negative. If that data is released 
on company or agency 
letterhead, it will carry extra 
weight. Since they will be working 
by remote control over secured 
communications channels, 
detection will be most difficult, 
and the threats near anonymous. 
If the blackmail operation is 
carried out against a 100 or more 
private groups simultaneously, the 
information warrior might well 
succeed In tying up law 
enforcement resources for a very 

long time. There are only so many 
agents to go around and sooner 
or later they will be unable to 
address, much less solve, so many 
cases. The results might be 
considered humorous by the top 
dog information warriors at C3l. 
Law enforcement will have to 
pick and choose those cases for 
which they have the manpower, 
and ignore the others, 

The FBI does take blackmail and 
computer crime seriously, but in 
cyberspace there w/II be little 
they can do to fight them if 
carried out on a wholesale level. 
For most victimized organizations, 
they will probably face the 
embarrassing likelihood of 
disclosure and have to tlve with 
the consequences, especially if 
the motives are not profit driven. 

We have hypothesized an 
organization whose sole alm is to 
act as malevolently as possible 
towards its adversaries. In the 
case of Class 3 Information 
Warfare, the biggest adversary 
that they can come up against is 
the United States Itself, by 
attacking our econotechnical 
information infrastructure. 

When we repair the damage in 
one area, they will have already 
struck somewhere else, and then 
they’ll return to the first and strike 
again. They’ll make perfectly clear 
that no person, no company, no 
government function is off limits. 
They’ll tell us that we’ll never 
know where or when or how the 
next victim will be hit, but rest 
assured it will happen. And, with 
appropriate arrogance, they’ll 
deny that they can ever be 
caught. After all, they are hiding 
within the infinitely complex 
fabric of cyberspace. 
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